
From the editor— Bruce Dyer December 2006 

H appy Holiday Season to everyone and farewell to another year. Since the last newsletter, the nation has been saddened by the many 
casualties of Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan. These brave military personnel are given the seemingly impossible task of freeing this 
far Eastern country from the Taliban stranglehold on the population. Imagine the frustration that these courageous individuals suffer as 

they fight against an invisible enemy that cannot be distinguished from the ordinary citizenry of Afghanistan. Much 
of the problems in these troubled regions stem from the unlawful actions of merciless fanatics who profess to fight 
under the banner of Islam and the teachings of the Qur’an. It might be appropriate at this time to shed a little light on 
terrorists, so I have taken the liberty to present a few facts about these extremists in this issue of Propwash. A brief 
view is given of Modern Islam, the Free Muslim Coalition and where the Taliban fits into all of this. It may help to 
understand and dispel some of the myths of the Muslim world. What are the terrorists and extremists who kill under 
the cloak of the Muslim Religion and its teachings. It helps to know the enemy. The majority of  Muslims in the 
world are good and law abiding citizens and do not deserve to be painted with the same brush as those of their kind 
who terrorize, kill and maim innocent people in the name of Allah!  Today, the world  is fraught with dangers from 
nations who are ruled by loose-cannoned dictators. From Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Darfur to mention a few, the peace-
ful nations of the globe have their hands full attempting to combat the evils of these rogue states and nations. In short,  
nothing less than physical confrontation appears to be the only choice of action when dealing with the menaces at 
hand. So today, Canadians along with other nations are engaged in battle so that good may eventually triumph over 
evil. We can only pray that our government will soon procure the long awaited equipment replacements for our old 
and outdated military arsenal so that our troops will have modern tools with which to execute and complete their mis-
sions. . 
     Since September, I have attended two extraordinary air shows in the U.S.A. The first was the “Thunder Over 
Michigan” air show that was organized by the Yankee Air Museum at Willow Run airport near Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
The other event was the NAS Oceana Air Show in Norfolk, Virginia whose theme was “A Salute to the Blue Angels 
60 Years of Excellence”. While in Virginia, I had the opportunity to go aboard the WW II, USS Battleship Wiscon-

sin. Not far from the ship, we visited the Douglas MacArthur Memorial. Also during my visit, there was a sailboat that was docked in Norfolk 
and skippered by Graham Dalton. It was one of the competitors in the “Velux 5 Oceans Around Alone” race . We had the opportunity to meet 
and talk with Graham on his racing yacht named “A Southern Man A.G.D.” Later in the evening, I talked with him over a few beers at a local 
watering hole about some of his seafaring  adventures. In closing, may I remind you that Propwash is your newsletter! I am extremely disap-
pointed and let down that I did not receive any input whatsoever from the members for this issue of Propwash? I have reminded you from time 
to time that I need stories, anecdotes, biographies, pictures, etc., anything of a newsworthy nature - BUT - its quite obvious that my requests 
have generated little motivation or incentive for any of you to send me material for the newsletter? Sad to say, I have received 
very little input from the members for some time so I urge you all, once again, to help me with my requests! Make it one of your 
high priority New Years Resolutions or projects this Holiday Season to send me some input for Propwash! Its not a lot to ask from 
you and it would take very little of your effort or time to do so. Think about it, I could certainly use your help! 

Th e note below is self explanatory. Please forward your thoughts ASAP as there is little time left if the event is   
to take place this fall.  

     As three years have passed since the last 405 Squadron Association reunion we were wondering if the associa-
tion members would be interested in 405 Squadron organizing another gathering. This event may be particularly 
significant as it could very well be the last such reunion that many of the war time members may be able to attend. 
     We were thinking that perhaps a date next spring or summer would be attractive time to have it. In terms of 
venue we were thinking about a place such as the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in Hamilton with support-
ing events such as football, baseball, golf, wine tasting, museum tours, meet and greets, dinners, dances and so 
on.  Once again, these are only some initial ideas and we would welcome any and all suggestions that you might 
have. 
     As we discussed, 405 Squadron would be more than willing to make all efforts to ensure that this is a remarkable 
event. I look forward to hearing back regarding the association's interest in this event.           Ducimus 
 

  Major Mike Peters, 405 Flt Cmd II 
  14 Wing Greenwood 
  PO Box 5000 Stn Main 
  Greenwood, Nova Scotia  B0P INO 
  Phone: (902) 765-1494 (ext. 3329) 
  Fax:     (902) 765-1736 
  Internet E-Mail:  pters.m@forces.gc.ca 
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  Military/RCMP Pensioners  
        Against Benefit Reduction at age 65 
   January 13, 2006 
     You are aware that our bill C-441 “ To terminate the benefit re-
duction formula that affects Military/RCMP Pensioners at age 65” 
fell with the dissolvent of the house. 
     Be advised that it will be re-instated during the next sitting of the 
house. 
      This injustice leveled at our Veterans some day will affect your 
children, grand children, and/or a member of your family. Someone 
will volunteer to serve our country in the Military/RCMP Forces. It 
should be a concern of all Canadians! 
     This initiative continues to grow approaching 30,000 members 
that have expressed support towards our mission. Think of the Bil-
lions of dollars surpluses in both plans. 
     The CPP was introduced to provide another source for an “ in-
come security “ program supplementing old age Security (OAS). 
Why were we not given a choice of integrating or stacking our pen-
sion plans? We are well aware that for years we made maximum 
separate contributions to both plans. It would be absolutely ludi-
crous for people to make separate maximum contributions to three 
(3) different plans (CFSA,CPP,UIC) and later on in life expect to 
receive financial equivalent of one plan.  
     Take note that the majority of pensioners whom retired in the 
1970/80 with over 30 years of service, in the year of the Veterans, 
today live on less than $15,000 a year annuity. Eliminating the claw 
back would further recognize the special contribution made by men 
and women in the Canadian Forces/RCMP members. Be advised 
that less than 1% of Military personnel retire as CWO’s, and/or ac-
cumulate 35 years of services. 
     Another contentious issue associated with our campaign is the 
fact that a disable Veteran’s Military/RCMP Pension is reduced “ 
immediately” upon receiving a CPP disability annuity. A Force 
member could loose both legs on a mission from an exploding anti-
personnel mine and thereby return home, not only with severe 
physical deformities, but also serious mental problems. His /her 
reward is a reduced Military pension, effective immediately upon 
receipt of a CPP disability benefits. Such is indicative of the unfair 
treatment afforded service personnel when their services are no 
longer required. 
     You should also take into consideration the fact that members of 
the Canadian Forces and RCMP Forces are very different Govern-
ment provider. Canadian Forces/RCMP personnel have the ultimate 
liability and members of parliament and Government have the ulti-
mate responsibility for the welfare of our Veterans. 
     Members of parliament are entitled to an annuity after 6 years of 
service and their pension is not reduced when attaining age 65. 
Upon a member’s death, spouses of members of Parliament receive 
60% of the member pension, not 50%, as Military/RCMP spouses 
receive. 
     The year of the Veterans has passed us by, are we to be known as 
the “ forgotten Military/RCMP Pensioners”. This indignity has 
plagued us for 40 years. As Veterans we want our Golden Years 
financial dignity re-stored! 
John Labelle 
     Campaign Coordinator 
      http://www3.ns.sympatico.ca/military.pension 
 Motion to improve veterans' pensions  

opposed by Tories 
Wednesday, November 8, 2006 18:12 AM ET - CBC News 
     An NDP motion calling on the federal government to improve 
pension benefits for military veterans was opposed in the House of 
Commons by Conservative MPs. MPs on Tuesday passed the non-

binding motion, introduced by the NDP veterans' affairs critic Peter 
Stoffer four days ahead of national Remembrance Day ceremonies. 
However, all Conservative MPs voted against the motion, which 
means the minority government is unlikely to pass it. 
     The NDP proposal would reduce the amount of money Ottawa 
claws back from veterans' pensions when their Canada Pension or 
Old Age Security kicks in, as well as extend survivor benefits to 
spouses who had married older veterans, eliminating the so-called 
"gold-digger clause." 
     During the recent federal election campaign, the Conservatives 
promised changes to the pension plan for veterans, but say they need 
more time to figure out the best approach. Stoffer, who introduced 
the motion, says he's baffled by the government's position. 
"We said his words and put it in a motion and [Prime Minister 
Stephen] Harper stood up and voted against his own words," said 
Stoffer. "I can't tell you how disappointed I am." Veteran Marc Ar-
bour says he's disgusted that the government voted against a motion 
to improve his pension. Arbour, who served for more than 26 years 
in the military, says the government gives him a pension with one 
hand and claws it back with another when civilian benefits kick in. 
"When I reached the age of 65, my military pension dropped down 
by $320 a month. That's not fair, because I paid for that," said Ar-
bour. "They should not be wearing that poppy in the House tonight 
if they were going to vote against us." 

The “Improve Pension Benefits for Military Veterans” 
motion was passed on November 8, 2006 in the House  

154 to 111 against. The 111 were all Conservatives.  
     This motion would become legislation to help ALL current and 
future veterans. Why the Conservatives voted against this motion, I 
do not know but undoubtedly it appears they have caved into the 
entrenched self-serving bureaucracy. Please, follow the instruction 
below for a mail/email campaign.  
     Technically the Gov't in power will recognize the vote as passed 
but they don't have to set the money aside for it to happen. We need 
to pressure them. The people have spoken with a majority vote. If 
the conservatives ignore the people then there is no longer democ-
racy. 
So here is the plan. 
1.  Everyone including family and friends etc.. needs to e-mail their 
Member of parliament and simply write this sentence down, copy 
and paste. . . . .  
"Hon. whomever please support and act on the motion deemed 
passed by the house concerning Veterans Benefits, please support 
all of the motions put forward by the NDP MP Peter Stoffer.  
Support and act now." 
Here is a link to find your MP,  http://www.parl.gc.ca/information/
about/people/house/PostalCode.asp?Language=E enter your postal 
code and you will get their e-mail. Leave your name as well.  If your 
member of Parliament is other than a conservative, skip this 
step.  Go to step 2 . . . .  
2. Send the same sentence to PM Harper Harper.S@parl.gc.ca 
3.Send the same sentence to the Min. Of National Defence. 
 OConnor.G@parl.gc.ca  
4. Send the same sentence to the Min of Veterans Affairs  
Thompson.G@parl.gc.ca 
5 These two are important as they were not in the house to vote and 
are conservatives.  Send the same sentence to. . . .  
Keddy.G@parl.gc.ca  &  Casey.B@parl.gc.ca 
I cannot even begin to explain how important this is. If many people 
do this, they will have no choice. Please take the time. If you’re 
really in gear and want to fight further and have the time go to this 
link http://webinfo.parl.gc.ca/MembersOfParliament 
MainMPsCompleteList.aspx?TimePeriod=Current&Language=E 
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 I N D E P T H :  C A N A D A ' S  M I L I T A R Y  
  Military procurement CBC News Online | June 22, 2006 
     For military buffs, all next week should be like Saturday morning 
at Canadian Tire. That's because, with Parliament having risen, 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper is set to announce the Conservatives' 
much-trumpeted plan to buy new transport aircraft, helicopters, ships 
and trucks for the Armed Forces.  
     In all, the purchase is expected to total roughly $15 billion, to be 
spread out over several years. And according to the CBC's French-
language service Radio-Canada, Harper will unveil the plans in a 
series of announcements from Quebec to central Ontario to Alberta 
in a bid to underline the local benefits from such a massive procure-
ment.  
     According to news reports and what the military has said to date 
about its requirements, the purchases are expected to fall into five 
categories:  
-Up to four heavy-lift long-range transport planes to move troops, 
tanks and entire hospital units halfway around the globe in one shot. 
Estimated cost: $3 billion.  
-Up to 17 heavy-lift, mid-range transport planes to replace Canada's 
aging fleet of Hercules aircraft. Estimated cost: $4.6 billion.  
-A fleet of between 12 and 15 heavy-lift helicopters to move troops 
and supplies quickly around war zones. Estimated cost: $4.2 billion.  
-Three new troop carrier ships. Estimated cost: $2 billion.  
-Up to 1,000 new trucks for the army, likely to be built in Quebec. 
Estimated cost: $1.1 billion.  
     Of the five, the three involving planes and helicopters have so far 
created the most controversy.  
Long-range transport planes:  
     This purchase is the pet project of Defence Minister Gordon 
O'Connor, a former brigadier-general — and former defence indus-
try lobbyist. Because of that, and because of the way this contract is 
expected to be structured — in such a way that it can only be 
awarded to Boeing's Giant Globemaster aircraft — this is the one 
element of the deal expected to kick up the most immediate fuss.  
     More than three years ago, before he became a Conservative MP, 
O'Connor was a defence industry lobbyist, acting for Airbus at one 
point. He is reportedly particularly enamoured of the Globemaster, a 
massive hulk that can transport entire strike teams or up to 144 sol-
diers with full equipment for 4,400 kilometers without refueling, 
then offload its entire cargo in minutes.  
     Boeing's main competition, Europe's EADS/Airbus Consortium, 
says it can supply the same number of planes with similar capabili-
ties for $2 billion, which is considerably less than the Globemaster 
price. It has a drawback, though. The Airbus version is still on the 
drawing board and won't be in the air until 2008 at the earliest, with 
delivery not expected for some years after that.  
     Other options: A company called Skylink Aviation, which char-
ters large aircraft for the commercial carriers and the Canadian mili-
tary, says it can provide two Russian-built long-range carriers, which 
the Armed Forces have used in the past. According to the Skylink 
proposal, which was obtained by the Ottawa Citizen, Skylink has 
offered to lease two each of the smaller IL-76 Ilyushin and the 
somewhat bigger Antonov An-124 and base them at Canadian 
Forces Base Trenton in Ontario for the exclusive use of the Canadian 
military. Lease costs would be in the range of $46 million a year.  
     The Antonov is a well-known Clydesdale of the sky. The Cana-

dian-American Strategic Review, a think-tank that analyzes Cana-
dian foreign and defence policies, says the Antonov can carry a big-
ger load than the Globemaster, has twice the maximum cargo vol-
ume and can fly 1,500 kilometers further when fully loaded.  
     The Globemaster, CASR's reviewer admits, is more fun to fly 
and can be seen as heavy aviation's 'equivalent of the Lamborghini.'  
Mid-range planes:  
     Called strategic and tactical aircraft, the main competitors in this 
category are Lockheed Martin's revamped C130J Hercules and the 
Airbus A400M, which is not expected to come into service before 
2010.  
     The C103J Hercules is the new and upgraded version of the ag-
ing carrier that has served Canada's Armed Forces well over the 
years and also seems to be the plane of choice for the U.S. and Brit-
ish air forces, at least as an 'in theatre' carrier. The Brits are also up-
grading and have offered to sell Canada some of their older and so-
called shorter versions, which can carry heavier loads than other 
Hercs.  
     But with the public still smarting from the fiasco involving refur-
bished British subs – which Canada's military bought for $891 mil-
lion in 1998, only to face serious electrical problems, rust and gen-
eral deterioration – it is hard to see the Harper government wanting 
to risk its reputation on more used goods.  
      Canada currently has a squadron of 31 Hercs but 22 of these are 
more than 30 years old and nearing the end of their useful life. The 
new Hercules is said to be more fuel-efficient, with six propellers, 
up from four in the older models. Thanks to its improved electronics, 
it can also be piloted by a smaller crew. Its claim to fame is that it 
works well in battle situations — it can get in and out of difficult 
terrain while still carrying a pretty heavy load.  
     The Airbus A400M is to be Europe's answer to the Hercules but 
design and construction delays have hurt its order sheet and some 
analysts question whether it can deliver what it has promised. Its 
posted price of roughly $90 million US is higher than that of the 
Hercules, which has been listed in the range of $60 million US. But 
it is a bigger plane than the C103J, boasts more sophisticated en-
gines and other avionics, and is suggested to be the next-generation 
plane for NATO in Europe.  
     A late entry into the competition is the Russian Ilyushin IL-76 
Airlifter, a modernized Soviet-era freighter that is much in use to-
day in Afghanistan, particularly by Canadian troops. The Russian 
planes have been listed for about $50 million US each and suppliers 
have reportedly told Canada they can deliver the planes directly to 
Kandahar within the next year. It has a carrying capacity of about 40 
tonnes and a range of 5,000 kilometers when fully loaded.  
Heavy-lift helicopters:  
     This is another controversial purchase if only because it is the 
main focus of Gen. Rick Hillier, the Chief of Defence. He wants 
many more of these aircraft – which are used as the taxis of the war 
zone to shuttle about soldiers and supplies – and fewer, if any, of the 
long-range transport. Canada, for the most part, has had to beg, bor-
row and lease Boeing-built Chinooks from the Americans in Af-
ghanistan to resupply its forward bases — or else risk truck convoys 
that are often targeted by roadside bombers. The military now wants 
its own dedicated fleet.  
     The battlefield bird of choice for Hillier (and the U.S. military), 
the Chinook can carry up to 44 fully equipped soldiers, land in tight 
places and hurl cargo from one of three distinct holds. Its main claim 
to fame, however, is its two large counter-spinning rotors. They en-
able the Chinook to continue to fly in hot, dry climates like Afghani-
stan (where birds with small back rotors have difficulty, for some 
reason) and let it hover with only its two back wheels touching 
down, for quick unloading.  

find every conservative on the right hand side, click on there name 
then click on their e-mail and send the same sentence as above. 
Please pass this along to everyone in your e-mail address book. 

Now is the time to act Thank you everyone 
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     The main problems with the Chinook at this point are its rela-
tively high cost and its fairly high demand all over the globe. Can-
ada would have to take a number.  
     Options for the military, according to CASR, have included re-
painting and re-equipping Canada's new search-and-rescue helicop-
ters, the Cormorant. They might be able to carry up to 30 soldiers 
but Canada would then need new search-and-rescue copters.  
     There could also be some sort of deal with Washington to take 
possession of new or newest U.S. military Chinooks while both 
countries wait for the updated version to come off the assembly 
lines.  
     Another proposal on the table is the Russian-built Mi-17 from 
MIL. It is smaller than both the Cormorant and the Chinook, with 
about a quarter of the carrying capacity of the Chinook, and can 
probably transport only about 24 or so soldiers (estimates vary).  
     But at a listed price of about $5 million US a bird, it costs a frac-
tion of the Chinook and has proven itself under fire. Mi-17s moved 
Canadian soldiers about in the Balkans during the NATO deploy-
ment there in the early and mid-1990s. The helicopter is also much 
in evidence now in Afghanistan, and Canadian Forces and technical 
personnel are said to be very familiar with its abilities. 

 

A s I mentioned in my editorial, I had the 
unexpected opportunity to meet Graham 

Dalton, skipper of the “A Southern Man-AGD.” 
yacht while  vacationing in Virginia in Septem-
ber. Graham is one of eight skippers who are par-

ticipating in the Velux 5 Oceans race. The race is the oldest, most 
established, continuously run, single-handed round the world yacht 
race. It has taken place every four years since 1982. 
     Velux 5 Oceans is the longest and toughest event, for any individ-
ual in any sport. The legs between ports get longer. The stopovers 
are fewer and more compact with a shorter window of preparation 
for the next leg. And, by the end of it, the skippers will have sailed 
30,000 miles of ocean alone, facing all the extremes that nature can 
throw at them. It is raced in three long legs; Leg 1: Bilbao, Spain to 
Fremantle, Australia starting on October 22, 2006 and finishing in 
mid December. Leg 2: Fremantle to Norfolk, Virginia starting on 
January 07, 2006 and finishing in mid March. Leg 3: Norfolk, Vir-
ginia to Bilbao, Spain starting April 15, 2006 and finishing at the end 
of April. 
     Progress report - October 16, 2006 - During his single-handed 
transatlantic voyage from the USA to the VELUX 5 OCEANS race 
base in Bilbao, Graham Dalton suffered critical damage to his Open 
50, A Southern Man - AGD. While sailing south of Nova Scotia, the 
yacht picked up significant debris, damaging both rudders and leav-
ing a deep scar on the leading edge of the yacht's steel keel fin. Dal-
ton was unaware of the cosmetic damage to the keel fin and the tip 
of his transom-mounted port rudder, but whatever the boat had hit 
became wrapped around the starboard rudder. To clear the debris, 
Dalton was forced to intentionally capsize A Southern Man - AGD, 
lifting the starboard rudder partially clear of the water in an attempt 
to inspect the degree of damage. Grabbing a broom handle from the 
aft compartment, the Kiwi skipper began pushing the debris down 
towards the carbon rudder's tip only to encounter strong resistance 
and buoyancy. Dalton can only guess at the origin of the material, 
but he is able to confirm the nature of the debris: "I took a good look 
at the stuff in daylight when I was trying to free the rudder. There 

were sections of steel pipe, wood and polystyrene". Whether the 
debris was lost overboard from a commercial fishing vessel or an 
offshore oil platform - both of which are common in the waters off 
Newfoundland - will remain a mystery. However, it is clear that the 
damage severely threatened Dalton's chances of crossing the North 
Atlantic: "In light winds it was unbelievably difficult to gybe and go 
about" he explains, "we could only sail at around a 55º True Wind 
Angle, so basically we were reaching backwards and forwards in the 
same spot. In stronger winds, with the boat at pace, there was a huge 
rooster-tail from the starboard rudder". 
      Fortunately, a set of rudders built specifically for the VELUX 5 
OCEANS were already en route to Bilbao from South Island, New 
Zealand, at the time of the offshore collision: "We had never in-
tended to use the 'delivery' rudders for the race" explains the fifty-
four year-old skipper, "So once we arrived [in Bilbao] the rig was 
the big thing, our main project."  
     Racing the only Open 50 entered in the VELUX 5 OCEANS 
presents Dalton with a unique challenge: "I've got to remember I'm 
on a fifty footer and I can't get sucked-in to how the sixty footers are 
racing. If I push too hard in the wrong conditions I'm going to break 
something" he explains. Dalton knows that his yacht's size is an ob-
vious issue: "At the start of the race, waterline length is important as 
everyone is fresh and keen to get on with the sailing. Purely on a 
size basis, the Open 60s will pull away from us at the beginning, but 
it will settle down after three days." Dalton has no illusions as to the 
superior power of the bigger boats: "There will also be conditions 
when the 60s will do a 'horizon job' on me" he admits.  
     October 03, 2006 - Kiwi skipper Graham Dalton, on board his 
yacht Southern Man AGD, informed VELUX 5 OCEAN race organ-
izers that at 0630 UTC he started his engine and was heading for the 
small island of Porto Santo, located just to the east of the Madeira 
Islands, to make repairs to the port rudder of his open 50. Although 
the problem is not a serious one, it has the potential to escalate into a 
much more serious issue further into the leg. The Southern Ocean is 
not a place where risks can be taken. Dalton hopes to be back out 
racing once he has served his 48 hour time penalty for seeking out-
side assistance.  
     This is my final progress report before the newsletter goes to 
print. You can follow Dalton’s progress be going to -- 

 http://seasailsurf.com/seasailsurf/actu/spip.php?breve4363 

          

Subject:  

     A man boards an airliner, takes his seat, and is surprised to find 
a  large purple parrot in the seat next to him. The aircraft takes off 
and a pretty flight attendant walks down the aisle past the man and 
his seat mate. "Hey, bitch," says the parrot, "bring me a whiskey and 
soda, and make  it snappy!" The FA looks annoyed, but walks on. A 
minute later, she walks back up  the aisle, and the parrot pipes up 
again: "Goddammit, you lazy whore, where's my whiskey? Hurry it 
up!" Visibly flustered, the FA hurries up the aisle and returns 
quickly with the parrot's drink. Impressed with the parrot's tech-
nique, the man decides to get some quick service for himself. "Hey, 
slut," says the man, "get me a dry martini. And don't drag your  sorry 
ass - I want it right now!" The FA turns red with anger and runs to 
the front of the plane. In a  moment she returns with the First Officer 
and two burly male flight attendants. 
The crewmen seize the passenger and the parrot, jerk open the emer-
gency door, and hurls them both out of the airplane at 20,000 
feet. As the two hurtle out the door, the parrot says to the man, "Ya 
know, for someone who can't fly, you got a lotta balls.  
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T his Fall, I attended two superb and highly entertaining airshows 
in the US. The first was the “Thunder over Michigan” event at 

Willow Run airport in Ypsilanti, Michigan and the other show took 
place at Naval Air Station, Oceana in Norfolk, Virginia. 
     The highlight of the Michigan show was a World War II battle re-
enactment that took place in a field 
adjacent to the airshow grounds. 
The show included 250 re-enactors 
and more than 30 authentic German 
and American armored vehicles 
and tanks. The battle was enacted 
two times a day and lasted approxi-
mately one hour with the two sides 
battling each other in the field. During the skirmishes, an L-5 Senti-
nel soared over the battle while Republic P-47 Thunderbolts 
swooped in low over the battle site firing their .50 caliber machine 
guns. The L-5 was the second most common liaison and observation 
aircraft in US service during WW II, being outnumbered only by the 
Piper L-4. Both were excellent aircraft. There has never been an air-
craft that could match the P-47 (the Jug)  for ruggedness and de-
pendability. The design of the P-47 equipped it with the largest and 
most powerful engine developed in the United States, the Pratt & 
Whitney Double Wasp. Its ability to survive damage and combat 
quickly made it a favourite for long-range escort and as ground-
strafing fighter bombers. The ground battle echoed with the sounds 
of the exploding shells, guns and cannons as smoke and the smell of 
gun powder drifted over the spectators. The Germans fired their 50-
MM Pak 38 anti tank guns supported by German soldiers with their 
MG42 7.92-MM Machine guns and they were carried into the battle 
in their Schutzenpanzerwagens (Infantry armored vehicle). Volks-
wagen light cars (Germans equivalent to our Jeep) transported the 
German Commander into the battle. German Panzer Tiger tanks 
squared off with American Sherman tanks. There was even a Cana-
dian Universal Bren Gun Carrier in the fray driven by a person 
dressed in a Canadian Black Watch uniform. The dispensed blank 
ammunition shell casings used in the battle were collected after the 
field war ended and handed out to the spectators. Throughout the 
day, men and women outfitted in authentic uniforms of the 40s’ 
strolled about and mingled with the spectators. It was not unusual to 
confront a US Army Air Corps soldier accompanied by a WAC 
sporting a 1940 era hairdo and wearing silk stockings with the seams 
up the back of her stockings and in the uniform of the day. Russian 
and Chek soldiers meandered about as did uniformed RAF personnel 
and WAF’s and German soldiers. What really struck me as most 
unique was the battle dress and original equipment used by both 
sides. From rifles to bivouac tents and even water canteens, it was 
astonishing to see and examine the array of functional WW II kits 
and equipment. And, OH YES! The Americans beat the Krauts in all 
the battles! 
    The show highlighted a combination of  Spitfires and Hurricanes 
that were utilized in the Battle of Britain. Flying demonstrations in-

cluded performances by P-51 Mus-
tangs, Texans, B-25’s B-17’s, a Mig-
17, and a Messerschmitt ME-109. Our 
venerable Lancaster, a Junkers-52 and 
even a modified Focke Wulf 190 were 
on display. This was one of  the larg-
est gatherings of era's planes ever as-

sembled in North America in addition to one of the largest congrega-
tions of Skyraiders since the Second World War. 
     The US Air Force heritage flight consisted of an F-16, a P-51 and 
a P-38 flying in formation. The second flight, a Navy Legacy flight, 
was composed of an A-4 Skyhawk and the F4U Corsair. This was a 
flight combining two aircraft types that may not have ever flown 
together, and spectators had the opportunity to see aircraft from two 
wars honoring veterans of all ages. Towards the end of this awesome 
airshow, we were treated to the fly-by of the bat-like B-2 Stealth 
Spirit Bomber from Whiteman AFB. It made three passes overhead 
and the sound of its whispering engines were barely audible to those 
of us on the ground. 
     This years theme for the NAS Oceana Airshow in Norfolk, Vir-
ginia was a “Salute to the Blue Angels; 60 Years of Aerial Excel-
lence.” It was a tribute to the Blue Angels and their legacy of peer-
less precision and flight discipline which began under Navy Ace 
Captain Roy “Butch” Voris back in 1946.  
     Oceana Master Jet Base is home to the U.S. Navy’s East Coast F/
A-18C Hornets, F/A-18E/F  Super Hornets and the last active squad-
ron of F-14 Tomcats. The mission of the base is to directly support 
the training and readiness of more than 200 Strike-Fighter Aircraft 
and their crews as well as Joint Force Operations. 
      Headlining the show were the U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels. Addi-
tionally, there were performances by world-class military and civil-
ian performers, including tactical flight demonstrations by NAS 
Oceana based  F/A-18C Hornet and F/A 18-E/F Super Hornet, as 
well as the E-2C Hawkeye, P-3C Orion and USAF F-15C Eagle. The 
Blue Angels C-130 Hercules (Fat Albert) support aircraft impressed 
the crowd with its flight antics. Second to none was the flying dem-
onstration by the  
E-2C Hawkeye, the 
Navy’s all-weather 
carrier-based tactical 
airborne warning and 
control system plat-
form. It provides 
early warning, com-
mand and control 
functions for the bat-
tle group. Additional 
missions include surface surveillance , strike and intercept control, 
search and rescue guidance and communications relay. It was an 
absolutely awesome sight to watch this aircraft streak around the 
show site at very low level. The Hawkeye is powered by two Allison 
T56-A-427/A turboprop engines rated at 5,100 ESHP each. The E-
2C Hawkeye is modified with the eight-bladed NP2000 propeller. 
The new propeller, made by Hamilton-Sundstrand, increases per-
formance and safety along with better maintenance techniques. The 
Navy is slowly phasing in the 8 blade props on the E-2Cs. The new 
propeller is quieter, with less vibration on the airframe and equip-
ment. It provides a little more SHP. It is virtually impossible to 
pitchlock, since the 8 blades can feather with loss of hydraulic oil 
pressure. One of the interesting performance attributes of the new 
prop is the reduced noise inside the airplane. The pilots and crew are 
able to hear noises they have never heard before. But the problem is, 
they don't know if these noises have always been there and they 
were unable to hear them because of the noise of the old props, or if 
the new noises are related to the new props. Carrying a crew of five, 
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it has a top speed of 338 knots with a range of 1,300 nautical miles 
and a combat ceiling of 30,000 feet. The Hawkeye was one of my 
Top-Star picks of the airshow!   
      My other Top-Star choice goes to one of our 
own association members, Ken Fowler who 
performed aerobatics in his amateur home-built 
Harmon Rocket II, which is a highly modified 
RV-4. Its empty weight is only 1146 lbs., which 
gives it excellent high-speed aerobatic perform-
ance and awesome vertical performance. Al-
though not an unlimited aerobatic aircraft such 
as the Extra 300 or Pitts, this Harmon Rocket will outperform all 
such aircraft vertically. Ken has built three of his own aircraft, and is 
now building one of his own designs. Ken grew up in British Co-
lumbia and started his aviation career by first earning his glider li-
cense in 1977. In 1978, he joined the Canadian Military as an Air-
frame Technician and worked on T-33’s, CF-101 Voodoos, and CF-

18’s before becoming a Flight Engi-
neer in 1988. During the last five years 
with the military he toured the air 
show circuit with the Skyhawk Para-
chute Team as one of the crew mem-
bers of the Buffalo aircraft.  Ken has 
flown air shows from Alaska to Ari-

zona, and can  be seen throughout the U.S. and Canada. He has over 
4500 hours of flying experience as a commercial pilot and Flight 
Engineer. Ken retired from the military after 20 years of service and 
is now the Airport Manager at Rocky Mountain House, Alberta. His 
hair-raising aerobatics held the spectators spellbound as he per-
formed seemingly impossible and flawless air maneuvers in his 
small aircraft. WELL DONE KEN! You are a credit to Canada and I 
am proud that you are a member of our Flight Engineer fraternity. 
     In the same vein, Patty Wagstaff, six time member of the U.S. 
Aerobatic Team demonstrated her low-level aerobatic routines. Her 
breathtaking performances gave spectators a front-row seat view of 
the precision and complexity of modern, unlimited hard core aero-
batics. 
     The U.S. Army Special Operations Team, the “Black Daggers” 
and the British Army Parachute team, the “Red Devils” entertained 
the crowd with their free-fall aerial demonstrations. Another act of 
note was that done by Dan Buchanan in his hang glider. In 1981 Dan 
became a paraplegic as a result of a sporting accident. He had been a 
been a custom builder and loved to fly before the accident. It was 
one year after the accident that Dan was flying again, and he soon 
accumulated over 24,000 hours of flight time in hang gliders. Bu-
chanan takes off under tow from a truck running back and forth 
down the runway. During take off he can reach speeds of 30 mph 
and altitudes of 1500 feet. During his performance, he transmits nar-
ration to the crowd via radio and can be seen doing various “aerial 
water-ski” turns. Buchanan’s hang glider and motorized wing are the 
only aircraft of their type in North America to carry “N numbers” 
and airworthyness certificates. 

     Another very impressive show-stopper 
was the demo of Kent Shockley in his tri-
ple engine jet truck, “Shockwave”. Ken 
and his dad spent more than 4,000 hours to 
create this 36,000 horsepower monster. The 
trucks engines are 3 Pratt & Whitney J-34-

48’s developing 18,000 lbs of thrust and the fuel consumption is 120 
gallons per run. Stand it on end and the Shockwave can pull almost 
three Gs in a vertical launch; nearly four times the power to weight 
ratio of an F-14 Tomcat. Ken ignites the Shockwave’s afterburners 
on the button at the end of the runway at the very moment that a 

Texan passes 
above his truck. 
The jet truck 
gains speed and 
hurtles down the 
runway attaining 
a speed of 376 
mph, easily beating the Texan before stopping at the end of the run-
way. 
     Throughout the day, the sky was the stage for flight demonstra-
tions by the Blue Angels, an F-86 Sabre, F-18 Hornets, Texans, F-15 
Eagles, an F-117A Stealth fighter, the P-3C Orion including Ashley 
Battles doing her wing walking routine on a Stearman piloted by 
Greg Shelton.   
     Rich Gibson’s incredible Pyro demonstra-
tion had the spectators ducking for cover as F-
15 Eagles flew in low over the field dropping 
bombs. Using a carefully formulated mixture 
of dynamite and gasoline, the resulting effects 
from the bomb drops simulated modern mili-
tary and World War II air attacks. 
     There were hundreds of stalls on the tarmac dispensing food and 
beverages, souvenir stalls, military equipment demonstrations and 
numerous aircraft static displays. I had the opportunity to converse 
with a Warrant Officer crew of an Apache helicopter gunship.  
Also on view were the F-22 Lightning Raptor and the F-35 Lightning 
II, Joint Strike Fighters.  
     The F-22 Raptor is pow-
ered by dual Pratt & Whit-
ney F119 PW-100 turbofans 
with afterburners  incorpo-
rating thrust vectoring.        
Thrust vectoring is in the 
pitch axis only, with a range of ±20 degrees. The maximum thrust is 
classified though most sources place it at about 35,000 lbs. Maxi-
mum speed is estimated to be Mach 1.72 in supercruise mode and 
without external weapons; with afterburners, it is “greater than Mach 
2.0. The Raptor can easily exceed its design speed limits, particularly 
at low altitudes; max-speed alerts help prevent the pilot from exceed-
ing the limits. Gen. John P. Jumper  U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff, 
September 6, 2001 to September 2, 2005, flew the Raptor faster than 
Mach 1.7 without afterburners. The absence of variable intake ramps 
may make speeds greater than Mach 2.0 unreachable, but there is no 
evidence to prove this. Such ramps would be used to prevent engine 
“flame-out”, which is caused when too much air extinguishes the 
engine’s “pilot light”, but the intake itself may be designed to prevent 
such flame-outs. The Raptor has a fixed inlet. The F-22 has a top 
speed greater than 1600 mph (Mach 2.42) and its climb rate is faster 
than the F-15 Eagle. This is because the F-22 is one of the few 
fighter aircraft with a thrust to weight ratio significantly greater than 
1:1. 
     The true top-speed of the F-22 is largely unknown, as engine 
power is only one factor. The ability of the airframe to withstand the 
stress and heat from friction is a key factor, especially in an aircraft 
using as many polymers as the F-22. It is one of a handful of aircraft 
that can sustain supersonic flight without the use of afterburner aug-
mented thrust. The fuel loss from using afterburner greatly reduces 
flight time. 
     Worth noting that in actual In-Flight (simulated) Combat Opera-
tions against the F-15, one F/A 22 was able to operate without detec-
tion while it went Head to Head against four F-15’s and two F/A 22’s 
against eight F-15’s. The F/A-22’s scored Missile Hits (Kills) against 
each F-15 aircraft and the F/A 22’s were never Detected by the  
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Did you know?. . .  
      The launching mechanism of a carrier ship that helps planes 
take off, could throw an average pickup truck over a mile. 

F-15’s or the Ground Radar. The Raptor operated against all adver-
saries with impunity; ground based systems couldn't engage, and no 
adversary aircraft survived! 
     The F-35 fighter, better 
known as the Joint Strike 
Fighter (JSF), intended to enter 
U.S. service sometime around 
2010, may be armed with a 
high-power laser, according to a 
proposal made by manufacturer 
Lockheed-Martin and Raytheon. 
The F-35, a derivative of the X-35 JSF demonstrator will be built in 
three primary production models - a conventional design for the U.S. 
Air Force, a navalized model for use from aircraft carriers and a 
short take-off/vertical landing (STOVL) model equipped with a 
moveable jet nozzle and lift-fan behind the cockpit. In order to re-
duce cost and ease manufacturing, all three variants will utilize a 
highly common airframe and powerplant and it is this commonality 
that will enable the type to carry laser weapons. 
     Because the conventional (CTOL) and carrier-capable (CVTOL) 
designs have no need for vertical flight, the area behind the cockpit 
which normally houses the lift fan in the STOVL variant, is empty. 
This extra room has allowed engineers at Raytheon Electronic Sys-
tems to design a compact solid-state laser package that would fit in 
the empty bay. In addition, the engine-driven shaft, producing more 
than 27,000 shp, that would otherwise drive the vertical lift-fan can 
now be used to drive a generator. This gives the F-35 the ability to 
generate more than enough power to drive a laser, eliminating the 
need for heavy batteries and freeing the design from complex and 
unwieldy chemical lasers powered by toxic substances, such as that 
which will be used on the airborne laser (ABL) project. Addition-
ally, a solid-state laser would prove less costly, more robust and 
more easily maintained in the field or onboard an aircraft carrier. 
     With an expected power output of 100 kilowatts, a laser mounted 
on the F-35 would have an effective range of between 6.5 and 10 
miles. It would likely be mounted on a moveable turret, similar to 
those used by current forward looking infrared (FLIR) and other 
electro-optical devices for use onboard aircraft. Lasers would be 
used primarily against ground targets, particularly small, moving 
targets, used in place of precision-guided bombs or missiles. The 
turret would be mounted at the bottom of the lift-fan bay. 
     Along with a virtually inexhaustible ammunition supply and a 
firing rate limited only by the need to cool components, lasers would 
also create the advantage of being largely undetectable. Their use, 
therefore would not only cause damage, but chaos and confusion 
within enemy forces and commanders. "There's no huge explosion 
associated with its employment, there are no pieces and parts left 
behind that someone can analyze to say, 'This came from the U.S.' 
The damage is very localized, and it's hard to tell where it came from 
and when it happened. It's all pretty mysterious." 
     These two airshows are the best shows that I have ever attended. 
Unfortunately, when it comes to airshows in Canada, we do not have 
much military flying hardware to exhibit or demonstrate compared 
to that of the US. Our lackluster airshow productions in this country 
have more of a “country fair” flavour, primitive compared to air-
shows in the USA. Canadian airshows lack imagination and the 
“WOW-FACTOR” is not present. I would encourage any of you to 
visit an airshow in the US and form your own opinions!  

------------------------------------------------- 

   On the subject of  --   
          Islam-Muslims-Terrorism 

I  thought it might be appropriate to examine the 
biggest scourge that we face today; terrorism. This 

is a very complex subject and it would take untold vol-
umes of books to cover it in its entirety. So I will at-

tempt to condense my researched information as best I can and intro-
duce you to some of the bare-bone-facts.  
     The first thing that one should know and clearly understand about 
Islam is what the word "Islam" itself means. The religion of Islam is 
not named after a person as in the case of Christianity which was 
named after Jesus Christ, Buddhism after Gotama Buddha, Confu-
cianism after Confucius, and Marxism after Karl Marx. Nor was it 
named after a tribe like Judaism after the tribe of Judah and Hindu-
ism after the Hindus. Islam is the true religion of "Allah" and as 
such, its name represents the central principle of Allah's "God's" 
religion; the total submission to the will of Allah "God". The Arabic 
word "Islam" means the submission or surrender of one's will to the 
only true god worthy of worship "Allah" and anyone who does so is 
termed a "Muslim". The word also implies "peace" which is the 
natural consequence of total submission to the will of Allah. Hence, 
it was not a new religion brought by Prophet Muhammad in Arabia 
in the seventh century, but only the true religion of Allah re-
expressed in its final form. 
     Islam is the religion which was given to Adam, the first man and 
the first prophet of Allah, and it was the religion of all the prophets 
sent by Allah to mankind. The name of God's religion lslam was not 
decided upon by later generations of man. It was chosen by Allah 
Himself and clearly mentioned in His final revelation to man. In the 
final book of divine revelation, the Qur'an. 
     Islam is not a new religion, but the same truth that God revealed 
through all His prophets to every people. For a fifth of the world's 
population, Islam is both a religion and a complete way of life. Mus-
lims follow a religion of peace, mercy, and forgiveness, and the ma-
jority have nothing to do with the extremely grave events which 
have come to be associated with their faith. 
     One billion people from a vast range of races, nationalities and 
cultures across the globe - from the southern Philippines to Nigeria - 
are united by their common Islamic faith. About 18% live in the 
Arab world; the world's largest Muslim community is in Indonesia; 
substantial parts of Asia and most of Africa are Muslim, while sig-
nificant minorities are to be found in the Soviet Union, China, North 
and South America, and Europe. 
      Muslims believe in One, Unique, Incomparable God; in the An-
gels created by Him; in the prophets through whom His revelations 
were brought to mankind; in the Day of Judgment and individual 
accountability for actions; in God's complete authority over human 
destiny and in life after death. Muslims believe in a chain of proph-
ets starting with Adam and including Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, 
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, Aaron, David, Solomon, Elias, 
Jonah, John the Baptist, and Jesus, peace be upon them. But God's 
final message to man, a reconfirmation of the eternal message and a 
summing-up of all that has gone before was revealed to the Prophet 
Muhammad through Gabriel. 
What does 'Islam' mean? - The Arabic word 'Islam' simply means 
'submission', and derives from a word meaning 'peace'. In a religious 
context it means complete submission to the will of God. 
'Mohammedanism' is thus a misnomer because it suggests that Mus-
lims worship Muhammad rather than God. 'Allah' is the Arabic 
name for God, which is used by Arab Muslims and Christians alike. 
What does Islam say about war? - Like Christianity, Islam permits 
fighting in self-defense, in defense of religion, or on the part of those 
who have been expelled forcibly from their homes. It lays down 
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strict rules of combat which include prohibitions against harming 
civilians and against destroying crops, trees and livestock. As Mus-
lims see it, injustice would be triumphant in the world if good men 
were not prepared to risk their lives in a righteous cause. The Quran 
says: Fight in the cause of God against those who fight you, but do 
not transgress limits. God does not love transgressors. If they seek 
peace, then seek you peace. And trust in God for He is the One that 
heareth and knoweth all things. War, therefore, is the last resort, and 
is subject to the rigorous conditions laid down by the sacred law. 
The term jihad literally means 'struggle', and Muslims believe that 
there are two kinds of jihad. The other 'jihad' is the inner struggle 
which everyone wages against egotistic desires, for the sake of at-
taining inner peace 
Modern Islam & the Free Muslim Coalition - The term "modern 
Islam" is a controversial term often stirring deep passions among 
Muslims. Some Muslims use the term referring to a necessary evo-
lution in Muslim thinking that is long overdue. While others are 
enraged by those who use the term as trying to change the basic 
tenets of Islam which are clear, with no change or evolution neces-
sary.  
     The Free Muslims Coalition does not seek to change the tenets 
of the religion. However, the Coalition believes that the Koran only 
provides general principals of governance which leaves the faithful 
with substantial flexibility to modernize popular Muslim practices 
and beliefs.  
     The Coalition seeks to encourage discussion among Muslims 
about every aspect of their religion as it applies to modern times. 
The unwillingness of the Muslim religious establishment to con-
sider modernizing the faith has relegated most Muslims to third 
world status and in many instances to a medieval existence. Those 
who seek change are often afraid to speak out because of the ag-
gressive and violent nature of those Muslims who reject change. 
The silence of peaceful Muslims has resulted in the hijacking of 
Islam by extremists and terrorists. This must change. 
Who is the Muslim Brotherhood?  - Even if it has had the foresight 
to kit itself out in the costume of "Muslims," the Association of 
Brothers has no more to do with Islam than the various fascist 
movements of the 20th century had to do with basic European val-
ues or with Christianity. It simply took religion hostage and confis-
cated it for its own ends. The mistake, for Muslims as much as for 
Westerners would be to play their game and treat them as a valid 
representative of Islam, and a political or social mediator. Like all 
fascists, the Brotherhood exists only to satisfy the appetites and 
fantasies of its leaders 
     No issue evokes the passion of Muslims and Arabs as much as 
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. The Palestinian-Israeli conflict is so 
important to Arabs and Muslims that every terrorist group from 
Morocco to Indonesia that seeks legitimacy and a following, places 
the liberation of Palestine at the forefront of their agenda. The 
clever adoption of the Palestinian cause has made it difficult for 
peaceful Muslims to attack terrorist organizations such as Islamic 
Jihad and HAMAS. The real aim of organizations such as Al-
Qaeda, HAMAS, Hezbollah and countries such as Iran is not just 
the liberation of Palestine, but the creation of a fundamentalist Mus-
lim empire made up of every Muslim nation. This desire to create a 
Muslim empire is based on the delusion that modernity is a threat to 
Islam and the idea that the Muslim community has strayed from 
God and if they were to return to a strict interpretation of Islam that 
the problems in the Muslim world would be solved. It is this exact 
mentality spurned of paranoia, ignorance and fear that inspired and 
supported the Taliban and the creation of a medieval society in Af-
ghanistan.  
 Who are the Taliban?  - The world first became aware of the Tali-

ban in 1994 when they were appointed by Islamabad to protect a 
convoy trying to open up a trade route between Pakistan and Central 
Asia. The group - comprised of Afghans trained in religious schools 
in Pakistan along with former Islamic fighters or mujahedin - 
proved effective bodyguards, driving off other mujahedin groups 
who attacked and looted the convoy. They went on to take the 
nearby city of Kandahar, beginning a remarkable advance which led 
to their capture of the capital, Kabul, in September 1996. The Tali-
ban's popularity with many Afghans initially surprised the country's 
warring mujahedin factions. As ethnic Pashtuns, a large part of their 
support came from Afghanistan's Pashtun community, disillusioned 
with existing ethnic Tajik and Uzbek leaders. But it was not purely a 
question of ethnicity. Ordinary Afghans, weary of the prevailing 
lawlessness in many parts of the country, were often delighted by 
Taliban successes in stamping out corruption, restoring peace and 
allowing commerce to flourish again. Their refusal to deal with the 
existing warlords whose rivalries had caused so much killing and 
destruction also earned them respect. The Taliban said their aim was 
to set up the world's most pure Islamic state, banning frivolities like 
television, music and cinema. Their attempts to eradicate crime have 
been reinforced by the introduction of Islamic law including public 
executions and amputations. A flurry of regulations forbidding girls 
from going to school and women from working quickly brought 
them into conflict with the international community. Such issues, 
along with restrictions on women's access to health care, have also 
caused some resentment among ordinary Afghans. 
     The Taliban now control all but the far north of the country, 
which is the last stronghold of the ethnic Tajik commander Ahmed 
Shah Masood. With 90% of the country under their control, the 
Taliban have continued to press claims for international recognition. 
But the Afghan seat at the United Nations continues to be held by 
former President Burhanuddin Rabbani. 
     The UN sanctions which have now been imposed on the country 
make it even less likely that the Taliban will gain that recognition. 
The sanctions are intended to force the Taliban to hand over the 
Saudi-born militant Osama Bin Laden, who is accused by the 
United States of plotting the 1998 bombings of US embassies in 
Kenya and Tanzania, which killed more than 250 people. The Tali-
ban say that Osama Bin Laden is a guest in their country, and they 
will not take action against him. 
     Afghanistan has suffered 20 years of war, and this year has 
brought the worst drought in decades. There is little sign that sanc-
tions will change the Taliban's policies, or weaken their position 
within the country. Years of conflict have made gun culture the 
norm in Kabul  
      It is unfortunate to say that; while it may be true - and proba-
bly is - that not all Muslims are terrorists, it also happens to be 
true that nearly all terrorists are Muslim. 
                Dan Gillerman, Israeli Ambassador to the UN, March 7, 2006.) 
Suicide Bombers - Why do they do it, and what does Islam say 
about their actions? 
     And fight in the way of Allah those who fight you. But do not 
transgress limits. Truly Allah loves not the transgressors." - Qur'an. 
The dangerous escalation of violence in the world is disturbing to all 
people of conscience, from September 11 to the Middle East battles, 
and other random acts of violence perpetrated at innocent civilians. 
In the fight against terrorism of all forms, it is important to under-
stand who or what is our enemy. We can only fight against this hor-
ror if we understand its causes and motivations. What motivates a 
person to lash out in this violent, inhumane way?  That is something 
that all of us -- mental health professionals, politicians, and common 
people -- need to understand, so that we can address the issues more 
honestly, prevent more violence, and find ways to work towards 
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     In August 2006, the RAF will have retired the English Elec-
tric Canberra after a service career stretching back 55 years.     
 To match the Canberra's operational life, the World 
War one Sopwith Camel would have had to serve  into the 
Early 1970s, the Supermarine Spitfire into the early 1990s and 
the Hawker Hunter would still be in service, remaining opera-
tional until 2010. 
     I wonder if the Canadian Forces are trying to surpass this 
record with the Sea King helicopters? 

lasting peace. In Islam, several things are clear: 
· Suicide is forbidden.  "O ye who believe!... [do not] kill your-
selves, for truly Allah has been to you Most Merciful. If any do that 
in rancour and injustice, soon shall We cast him into the 
Fire...".  The taking of life is allowed only by way of justice (i.e. 
the death penalty for murder), but even then, forgiveness is better. 
"Nor take life - which Allah has made sacred - except for just 
cause...". 
     In pre-Islamic Arabia, retaliation and mass murder was com-
monplace. If someone was killed, the victim's tribe would retaliate 
against the murderer's entire tribe. This practice was directly forbid-
den in the Qur'an  Following this statement of law, the Qur'an says, 
"After this, whoever exceeds the limits shall be in grave chastise-
ment". No matter what wrong we perceive as being done against us, 
we may not lash out against an entire population of people. The 
Qur'an admonishes those who oppress others and transgress beyond 
the bounds of what is right and just. "The blame is only against 
those who oppress men with wrongdoing and insolently transgress 
beyond bounds through the land, defying right and justice. For such 
there will be a chastisement grievous (in the Hereafter)" . 
     Harming innocent bystanders, even in times of war, were forbid-
den by the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). This includes 
women, children, noncombatant bystanders, and even trees 
and crops. Nothing is to be harmed unless the person or thing is 
actively engaged in an assault against Muslims. The predominant 
theme in the Qur'an is forgiveness and peace. Allah (God) is Merci-
ful and Forgiving, and seeks that in His followers. Indeed, most 
people who spend time on a personal level with ordinary Muslims 
have found them to be peaceful, honest, hard-working, civic-
minded people. "O ye who believe!  Remain steadfast for Allah, 
bearing witness to justice. Do not allow your hatred for others make 
you swerve to wrongdoing and turn you away from justice. Be just; 
that is closer to true piety." - Qur'an.  Al-Qa'ida supports Muslim 
fighters in Afghanistan, Bosnia, Chechnya, Tajikistan, Somalia, 
Yemen, and Kosovo. It also trains members of terrorist organiza-
tions from such diverse countries as the Philippines, Algeria, and 
Eritrea. Al-Qa'ida's goal is to "unite all Muslims and to establish a 
government which follows the rule of the Caliphs." Bin Laden has 
stated that the only way to establish the Caliphate is by force. Al-
Qa'ida's goal, therefore, is to overthrow nearly all Muslim govern-
ments, which are viewed as corrupt, to drive Western influence 
from those countries, and eventually to abolish state boundaries. Al 
Qa’ida established by Usama Bin Ladin in the late 1980s to bring 
together Arabs who fought in Afghanistan against the Soviet Union.  
It helped finance, recruit, transport, and train Sunni Islamic extrem-
ists for the Afghan resistance.  It’s current goal is to establish a pan-
Islamic Caliphate throughout the world by working with allied Is-
lamic extremist groups to overthrow regimes it deems “non-
Islamic” and expelling Westerners and non-Muslims from Muslim 
countries–particularly Saudi Arabia. It issued statement under ban-
ner of “the World Islamic Front for Jihad against the Jews and Cru-
saders” in February 1998, saying it was the duty of all Muslims to 
kill US citizens—civilian or military—and their allies everywhere. 
It also merged with Egyptian Islamic Jihad (Al-Jihad) in June 2001. 
     In the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks 
against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the people of the 
United States (and her allies) became much more aware of the 
goals, methods, and motivations of Islamic terrorist groups. How-
ever, we in the West need a clearer picture of the ideologies of these 
groups, as well as an understanding of how radical extremist mili-
tant fundamentalist ("REMF") Muslims have distorted some essen-
tial traditional Islamic concepts to justify their campaigns of terror.           
This understanding is important, especially in light of the antici-

pated length and complexity of the newly begun campaign against 
terrorism. We are still vulnerable to attacks, but we must ultimately 
be successful to maintain our form of government, way of life, and 
ideals. 
     Very few people, non-Muslim or Muslim, agree with the in-
creasingly violent methods REMF Islamic groups employ against 
innocent noncombatants and the symbolically important facilities 
and personnel of what they perceive as "secular" societies. These 
radical Muslim ideas not only have endured during most the 20th 
century and into the 21st but also have resonated increasingly in the 
last 30 years. The new believers are often the disaffected and disad-
vantaged masses in crucial states of the Middle East and Southern 
Asia, since these societies still appear to offer little hope for real 
reforms, or broad political, social, and economic participation in 
those societies. These disadvantaged people tend to believe what 
they are told about what is wrong with their world, and how strict 
REMF interpretations of Islam can correct these ills.    

 
      
     Afghanistan is a nation of 
about 20 million. There are twenty lan-
guages with Pushto dominant and Dari the 

language of business and government. Islam became the religion of 
dominance with the Islamic advance eastward from Arabia in the 
seventh century A.D. The major branch of Islam is Sunni following 
the Hanafi school of law. There is a sizable Shi’ite minority. 
     In 1973 King Zahir Shah was deposed. Mohammad Daoud initi-
ated a bloodless coup in reacting to Russian influence and the rise of 
Islamic fundamentalism. Daoud was overthrown in 1978 by Marx-
ist-oriented  Mohammad Tarik. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan 
in 1979 coupled with the next door neighbour Iran’s Islamic funda-
mentalist-inspired revolution, caused widespread conflict in the 
country. The Soviets installed Babrak Karmal to head the govern-
ment, and the Iranian government of  Ayatollah Khomeini aided the 
Afghan fundamentalists to fight the Soviet army and Karmal. 
     Between 1985 and 1987 the mujahedin (Muslim holy fighters) 
operating out of Pakistan fought the Soviet-supported Afghan gov-
ernment. The United States gave aid to some of the fighting groups. 
In 1987 Dr. Najibulah was elected president and drafted a new con-
stitution declaring Afghanistan an Islamic nation. The various politi-
cal factions and fighting groups gave little positive response to this 
proclamation. 
     In 1988 the Geneva  Accords resulted in the Soviets’ departing 
the country after severe military losses and internal unrest in their 
own country over their policies. Moderate and fundamentalist Mus-
lim groups continue to oppose each other, and they have done little 
to resolve the country’s problems. Millions of refugees have fled the 
country, most to Pakistan. Unrest has continued. 

Afghanistan provides 92 per cent of the world's opium supply.  
The 6,100 tonnes of opium is estimated to be worth  

more than US$50 billion annually. 
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Black -Hole Day Tripper 
     At the Hubblespace telescope’s black hole simulation, travel to a 
black hole from the comfort of your desk chair. Visitors pilot their 
own craft in the space flight simulation, “accelerating” to the scien-
tifically ludicrous 10,000 billion times light-speed to reach destina-
tions as far-flung as the Andromeda galaxy (2.5 million light-years 
from Earth). You can also watch your body be stretched apart as it 
falls into a black hole. . . hubblesite.org/go/blackholes 
Check out “Latest News” and some awesome videos at  

      http://www.dauntless-soft.com  
Exploratorium 
     Exploratorium is really the essence of the human spirit. Founded 
in 1969 by Dr. Frank Oppenheimer, the Exploratorium in San Fran-
cisco is a popular and influential museum of science, art, and human 
perception in which all the exhibits invite participation. 

exploratorium.edu 
Explore the unknown world inside your brain with these fun ac-
tivities from The Brain Explorer, a book of puzzles, riddles, illu-
sions, and other mental adventures! 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/brain_explorer/ 
Need some instructions? 
It has hundreds of product manuals from major manufacturers. They 
cover electric toothbrushes to television sets. Handy! The manuals 
are in PDF format. . . . .UsersManualGuide.com.  
Tangrams 
Tangrams, old Chinese puzzles. You've probably seen them before, 
even if the name doesn't sound familiar. You're presented with a 
series of geometric shapes – squares, polygons and triangles. The 
goal is to fit them together into different shapes. 

http://www.gieson.com/Library/projects/games/matter/ 
Canada's last surviving Lockheed Super Constellations 
 L-1049 CF-TGE/FN405 is at risk of being exported and lost to 
Canada. . . . . . . . www.canadiansuperconnie.org  
YouTube 
YouTube is a social Web site that allows users to upload, view, and 
share video clips. . . . . . . . . YouTube 
 
Canadair History Website. . . http://pages.ca.inter.net/~rapickler/ 

Th e 21st, 22nd and 23rd of July were great days in the reunion 
department. Edmonton's Fantasyland in the West Edmonton 

Mall was the place to be. Approximately 100 people including wives 
etc, attended the Meet & Greet on Friday, including a few visiting 
pilots who honoured us with their presence. There was also a good 
local turnout as well as a significant number from BC and On-
tario. Paul Leclair & Pauline represented Quebec and Eric & Sadie 
Weatherbie the Maritimes. Two new life members Greg Miller and 
Vaughan Harris made their way from Yellowknife and Cold Lake 
respectively to attend the event. What was advertised as "finger 
food" to be served at various times throughout the evening, turned 
out to be vast amounts of delicious sandwiches, fresh fruits and 
goodies, goodies, goodies, that didn't seem to stop coming. 
     The Dinner Dance on Saturday evening boasted roughly the same 
number - 100. A beautiful meal selection of prime rib, chicken and 
fish highlighted the dinner menu. Master of Ceremony’s Ted Kaftan 
took a moment to acknowledge the Eagles who have fallen since our 
last reunion. Guest speaker Jim Gillespie, Lt Col retired, gave a very 
interesting account of his "holiday in Africa", transporting fuel via a 
"double stretched Herc" from the south to the north of Angola, dur-
ing a very active war that was going on beneath them during every 
trip. This war is not on the news, and has not been much adver-
tised. The support operation was carried out to enable the diamond 
mines in the north to keep operating. 
      Geoff handed out nine well earned certificates of appreciation 
and thanked the Reunion Organizing Committee recipients for their 
efforts and dedication.  He also acknowledged with thanks, the free 
drinks that had been put on the bar at the meet & greet, at the request 
of the late George Leacock. The "lady with the music" Keyboard/
Vocalist, Christine Horne, kept those inclined, very busy on the 
dance floor, to round out a beautiful evening. 
     Sunday Brunch found more food followed by our general meet-
ing. The final item on the agenda was the selection and location of 
our next reunion. John Wood made the announcement that Comox 
would be happy to be host of Reunion 2008. 
     A hearty Thank You is in order for the  Edmonton Reunion Com-
mittee for the tremendous job they did hosting the event. Thank You 
Guys. Also, a sincere Thank You to Bernie Farnholtz, for his sub-
stantial donation to "keep the web site alive". Thank you Bernie, its 
much appreciated by all. 
     A closing note; Gordie Herr has volunteered to update the "Old 
Boys On The Net" this winter.    Geoff 

    Sometimes it DOES take a Rocket Scientist! (true story). 
     Scientists at the Canadian Research Facility built a gun specifi-
cally to launch dead chickens at the windshields of Airlines and 
military jets, all traveling at maximum velocity. The idea is to simu-
late the frequent incidents of collisions with airborne fowl to test the 
strength of the windshields. NASA engineers heard about the gun 
and were eager to test it on the windshields of their new high speed 
trains. Arrangements were made, and a gun was sent to the NASA 
engineers. When the gun was fired, the engineers stood shocked as 
the chicken hurled out of the barrel, crashed into the shatterproof 
shield, smashed it to smithereens, blasted through the control con-
sole, snapped the engineer's backrest in two and embedded itself in 
the back wall of the cabin, like an arrow shot from a bow.  
     The horrified Americans sent the Canadian Research Facility the 
disastrous results of the experiment, along with the designs of the 
windshield  and asked the Canadian scientists for suggestions. 
   The Canadian Research Facility responded with a one-line memo:                    
.                                                  . . . . . . . . . . "Defrost the chicken."  


